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Student
group
rallies
support
By Chuck Carroll
Daily staff writer
The Humanist Party launched a
petition drive Thursday to collect 5,000 SJSU student signatures to protest proposed cuts in federal student
financial aid.
The group is conducting similar
drives at a minimum of seven other
California campuses, including the
University of California at Berkeley,
UC San Francisco and San Francisco
City College, said Nicole Myers, an
inter-campus coordinator for the
group.
The goal is to gather 40,000 student signatures by Friday among its
chapters in California, New York and
Illinois, she said. The party hopes to
win an endorsement supporting the
drive from the SJSU Associated Students Wednesday, Myers said.
She and SJSU campus coordinator, Brook Carpio, said they had spoken to Mike Finley, A.S. representative for Cal State Affairs. They said
he had agreed, in principle, that he
opposes the proposed funding cuts.
The group also seeks people to attend the March 16 inter-campus council of the Humanist Party at UC Berkeley for a rally to protest the
proposed cuts in student financial
aid, she said.
The Humanist Party grew out of
the humanist movement that started
in Argentina in 1969. Its political philosophy, synthesizes "the best from
all ideologies," Myers said. "We’re
neither capitalist nor socialist."
The Humanists represent the
rights of youth, women and minorities while "opposing violence of all
kinds," she said.
Humanist party tactics are activist, Carpio said, as compared with
traditional groups such as the U.S.
Students Association (a lobbying
group) and student body governments. The rally in Berkeley represents its first state action, he said.
When the United States deployed
Pershing missiles in Europe last
year, despite millions of protesters’
objections, the "need for a party
which represents the people who are
economically, ideologically and so
daily discriminated against was
Carpio
said.
clear,"
He said students will become
angry and active when they compare
the size of the defense budget to the
proposed cuts in financial aid.
"We want to get the student voice
activated again because it has been
silenced too long," Carpio said.
Carpio and Myers said the Humanist Party is active in 42 countries.
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Lawmakers
want to end
happy hour

Man of steel

Sieve Alden
Secured by a saftey harness, construction
worker Arnold Vasquez forms a lattice by
stringing steel bars together. The lattice

’Muri(1,1%.

Daily staff photographer

will be the framework for concrete walls
for the new Fourth Street Garage which is
expected to be completed by fall semester.

By Kathy Keesey
Daily staff writer
Ifs bill prohibiting happy hour is
passed, the SJSU pub will not be affected significantly, said Ed Zant,
general manager of Spartan Shops,
Inc.
"My impression is that it doesn’t
draw in a lot of people," he said. "If
we were not to have it, I don’t think it
would affect our business."
A bill designed to ban happy
hour, where drinks are sold at a discounted price, was introduced in the
Legislature Wednesday. Sens. John
Seymour and Newton Russell authored the bill.
Charles Wilson, Seymour’s press
secretary, said the bill would make it
illegal to offer drinks at discounted
prices at specified times. All forms of
reduced drinking would be prohibited. There would be no two-for-ones,
free drinks or lower prices on alcohol. The bill would affect all drinking
establishments throughout the state.
The bill was not proposed to stop
people from drinking, Wilson said. It
was designed to reduce the number of
accidents and deaths related to
drinking.
Wilson said statistics indicate
that the second highest rate of arrests and accidents caused by
drunken driving occur directly after
7 p.m., which is when most happy
hours end. The time period where
this rate is higher is 2 a .m when most
bars close, he said.
Happy hours don’t need to be
completely discontinued, he said.
Food prices could be reduced, Tshirts could be sold or other promo
lions could be held, he said.
Zant said he did not know exactly
how much revenue is brought in by

the happy hour held at the pub, but he
didn’t believe that it was a large
amount.
At the pub happy hour runs from
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Savings range from
10 cents on a small beer to 70 cents for
a litre of wine.
Zant said in place of discounted
drinks the pub might offer other discounts such as a reduced price on
peanuts.
Jeff Douglas, a bartender at the
pub, said happy hour helps bring people in, but that most people would
probably come anyway.
"It is like the ’special of the
day,’ " he said. "It helps convince
people to buy it, but people don’t
come for that reason."
Another bartender, Craig Carter,
agreed. He said the lines are definitely longer at happy hour, but discounted drinks aren’t what bring people in.
"It’s not that big of a savings,"
Carter said. "If people are going to
want to drink they are going to come
in and drink anyway."
Skip Retzer, a customer at the
pub during happy hour, confirmed
this view.
"I don’t come in here just because at happy hour." he said "I
think it would ‘>e for the best if the bill
were passed It would help reduce
drunken drivers."
According to Joe Purcello, manager of The Laundry Works at San
Pedro Square, the passage of the bill
would not greatly affect the size of
the SJSU crowd that frequents his
bar and restaurant.
"I think they come in because of
the live entertainment and the atmosphere," he said.

Lack of research stalls ’university hour’
By Aaron fro ’
Daily staff writer
The idea of a university hour,
during which classes would not be
held one hour of the day, has been tabled until more information can be
gathered.
Tomorrow an Academic Senate
subcommittee will recommend that
more research be done until a decision can be made, said John Stipicevich, Associated Students director of
Non-traditional Minority Affairs.
The subcommittee felt a university hour was "a good concept, but

the logistics of it did not seem feasible at this time," Stipicevich said.
A university hour would be a
dead hour in which students, faculty
and staff could have one hour a week
for meetings and club activities. The
idea came from the Your Effective
Student Support party and would
allow more students to become involved in school activities, said A.S.
Vice-President Jeff Houston at a subcommittee meeting March 6.
Student questionnaires and a report on what other campuses have a
university hour would be needed be-

fore a decision could be considered,
Stipicevich said.
The Financial and Student Affairs Committee and the Instruction
and Research Committee of the
Academic Senate formed a subcommittee to study the proposal of a university hour. At Thursday’s meeting,
it was decided that a university hour
should not be implemented at SJSU
now because not enough student support for it has been displayed.
Stipicevich told the subcommittee that A.S. did not represent the entire student body and that not enough

research has been done on the subject yet. He said he suggested to the
subcommittee that the proposal
come back to A.S. and that A.S.
should do the research, since it was
its idea.

versity at San Luis Obispo, California
State Polytechnic University at Pomona and California State College at
Bakersfield have a university hour.
California State University at Dominguez Hills plans to have one in 1966.

Three of the 19 California State
University campuses have a university hour, and another CSU campus
will have a dead hour next year when
it changes from the quarter to the semester plan.

California State University at
Long Beach, which is a commuter
school like SJSU, had a university
hour about two or three years but
dropped the policy because more
class time was needed, said Gloria
Carber, assistant to the vice president at Long Beach

California Polytechnic State Uni-

Campus women awarded
Student radio operator
finds earthquake victims
By Marcos Breton
Daily staff writer
It had been three days since a
massive earthquake had hit Chile
and claimed nearly 100 lives. Carlos Fuentes, an SJSU student born
in Chile, had tried unsuccessfully to
reach his family, but the earthquake had made transcontinental
calls impossible.
For Fuentes, not knowing the
condition of his relatives was taking its toll.
"We had been trying and trying and we hadn’t been able to get
through," he said. "My family and
I didn’t know how my relatives in
Chile were, or if anything had happened to them. It was really nerveracking."
On March 6, the third day after
the quake, Fuentes walked into the
Amateur Radio Club in the Engineering building and asked if they
could help him contact his family.
After 30 minutes, clubmember
Dennis Stevens made contact with
a station in Valpariso, where
Fuentes’ relatives live, and helped
Fuentes hear what he had been
longing to hear.
His family was safe. The city

had been hit hard, but they were
safe.
"You could just see it in his
face when we made contact with
the station in Chile," Stevens said.
"His face just lit up and I think
there were tears in his eyes."
Stevens, a Nursing major, said
he has had numerous experiences
in making transcontinental radio
calls. "We do a lot of experimentation. We’ve relayed messages from
overseas to the families of people in
the service, but this situation was
kind of different," he said.
Soon after going on the air Stevens was able to find someone on a
frequency who could connect him
with a Valpariso station. He relayed the phone number to a radio
operator in Valpariso who called
the family’s number.
"The signal was too weak and
we really weren’t able to hear
them," Stevens said "It was then
that a guy in Buenos Aires, Argentina, heard us and said he could
hear the station in Chile and us just
fine. We could hear him perfectly
and he offered to relay the message
for us."
From there Fuentes relayed

his message to the man in Argentina, who relayed it to the radio operator in Valpariso, who relayed to
Fuentes’ family. "It was wild. We
went back and forth like this for a
while," Fuentes said. "I believe
that my grandparents lost their
home.
"It was a great relief to find out
that my family was all right. The
damage of the earthquake had
been so bad . . . so finding out that
my relatives were all right was
really nice."
The Amateur Radio club was
licensed in 1929 and has a membership of 15 this semester. Anyone
can join, and the club is made up of
"radio buffs," Stevens said.
"This connection was pretty
complicated and I was surprised it
went as fast as it did (30 minutes),"
he said.
"I’m extremely grateful to
Dennis and the people at the radio
club for helping me," Fuentes said.
"I’m also very relieved."
Stevens was also pleased with
the outcome. "It’s really nice when
you are able to use something you
love doing to help other people."

Beth Johnson
Daily staff writer
Fifteen campus women were announced Friday as recipients of an
SJSU National Women’s History
Week award for their contributions to
the advancement of women. The
women are all past or present faculty, staff or students of SJSU, said
Nancy Diercksmeier, a member of
the Women’s Week committee,
The recipients will be honored
Friday night at a 7 p.m. reception in
the music listening room of the Student Union, she said.
"We received at least 50 nominations for the awards," she said.
"Some of the recipients were nomionce,"
than
more
nated
Diercksmeier said.
Nomination forms were sent out
to all faculty and staff in mid-February. Suggestions for the awards
were made by co-workers of the nominees.
"Selections were based on the
nominees history of past contributions to the advancement of women,
Diercksmeier said.
The selection committee for the
awards consisted of members of the
Women’s Week committee, faculty
advisers to the Women’s Center and
Women’s Studies students and instructors, she said
Diercksmeier said the Commission on the Status of Women has an

SJSU Women’s Week Award Recipients

coordinator, Women’s Studies Program
Jane Boyd
Beverly Waller ..support staff member, Undergraduate Studies
Women’s Athletics
Carol Christensen
Counseling Services
Wiggsy Sivertsen
Political Science
Fanny Rinn
Bilingual Education
Judith Lessow-Hurley
Nursing
Marcia Canton
associate dean for Faculty Affairs
Sybil Weir
Holly Veldhuis ..director, Frances Gulland Development Center
Re -Entry Program
Virginia O’Reilly
past president, A.S.
Kathy Cordova
nurse practitioner, Student Health Center
Carol Swanson
acting associate dean of Faculty Services
Selma Burkom
Women’s Athletics
Joyce Malone
Phyllis Sutphen
(In memoriam) former director of Re-entry Program

award system similar to SJSU’s.
"I guess you could say we modeled the ’Women’s Week’ award after
the commission’s," she said.
She said that original plans for
the award included honoring members of the San Jose community as
well as SJSU.

"We decided to concentrate the
award on citing members of the immediate
SJSU
community."
Diercksmeier said.
Following the reception, Toshi
Reagon, a female singer and songwriter, will perform at 8:00 p.m. in
the S.U. Ballroom.
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TV creates and covers the news
the success as well as the failure that came with the relief.
Many major events such as summit meetings and political conventions are staged for us on television.
The political conventions in San Francisco and Dallas
were staged television spectaculars or made for prime
time docudramas. They were carefully shaped to fit into
Television is a far more powerful form of media than the media needs of the American public.
print journalism. It holds our attention with pictures and
Convention proceedings were scheduled around the
sounds of what we want to see and hear. It allows us to needs of the viewing public not the schedules of the participants of the convention.
The politicians themselves were polished performers.
TV advisors to the politicians spent hours carefully informing each candidate on the art of TV politics. Politicians learned how to look their best to the viewing public
both inside and outside of the political arena.
Conventions aren’t the only area for political TV
drama.
Economic summit meetings in the early 1970s were
no more than informal sessions among heads of state to
discuss each other’s issues and problems. The sessions
were private and there was little if any TV coverage.
Today’s summit meetings have turned into the Super
Bowl of world politics because of television. Television
commentators point and counter-point each issue in addition to providing their or the network’s interpretation of
shut our eyes to what we wish to tune out.
Issues that may have been reported for months in the event.
During the recent Shultz/Gromyko talks, TV press
print may receive little more than a glance until broadcoverage was so intense that it overshadowed every other
cast or television journalists get their hands on it.
event at that time.
The Ethiopian famine is an excellent example. BritThere are those who argue that because of intense
ish print journalists had been reporting on the starvation television coverage, many people in the world care and
crisis months before it caught the attention of television know more about arms control than they did before the
journalists.
summit meeting. At the same time, it can be questioned
Pictures of starving children were flashed before the how much did television influence the actual results and
viewing public’s eyes and instantly the famine received decisions of the meeting.
Television is a valuable and necessary tool in today’s
an outpouring of public and private assistance. Print jourworld. It is needed to report on people and places, their isnalist’s stories had left most readers unmoved.
sues and their cultures. Television should not be used to
When relief efforts reached Ethiopia, television was dictate peoples’ lives or history. It is a medium that needs
there to fill in the holes to the story. Print media could tell to be recognized, not for what news it presents, but for
how the relief was being received, but television showed how it presents the news.
In the demonstration era of the 1960s, many critics
commented that the activists performed only after the
television crew arrived and frequently stopped immediately after the media’s departure. Today, many say we
have reached a similar point where political mewsmakers respond to an issue based on television stimulus.

Beth
Johnson

San Jose as exciting as laxative
What does Santa Cruz, San Francisco, Lake Tahoe
and anywhere else on the North American continent all
have in common? They are all places we scurry off to in
,-order to get away from San Jose.
What is wrong with San Jose anyway? How can the
nation’s 17th largest city be so dull and unimpressive?
I must admit that San Jose has many of the attributes
of big cities such as New York City and Chicago. San Jose
has big-city bums, big-city smog, big-city housing problems and big-city traffic congestion.
But what San Jose lacks is any of the exciting attributes that make great cities great.
The key word here is boredom. I know that San Jose is
one of the fastest growing cities in the United States, and
deep down ( really deep) it might not be such a bad place,

to, and that is its saving grace. After all, when the boredom gets to be too much, we are only a modest drive from
the beach, the slopes, Carmel-by -the-sea or good ’ol San
Fran.
-(- Now, if you don’t believe that what lam saying is true
(and I don’t know why you would want to argue), take the
little test that follows and then tell me how exciting San
Jose is:
I. In five minutes, list five ways that you could spend
a night out on the town in San Jose. ( Your answer must be
moral and legal so erase those first two ideas.)
2. When you are out of town and someone asks where
you are from, what do you say? A) San Jose (said with
confidence) ; B) The Bay Area ( hoping that such a vague
generality will allow you to squirm out of a potentially humiliating situation; C) San Jose (mumbled with embarrassment); D) San Francisco just an all-out lie).
3. How many San Jose shirts do you have? A( Three
( that you wear with pride); Et) Two ( that you bought from
the Spartan Bookstore and will only wear while on campus 1; C) One ( that was given to you by your mother because she thought you would look cute in it) ; D) None
( well, maybe one, but you only use it to wipe of the dipstick when checking the oil in your car).
Your answers to these questions should not bring
about any stunning revelations because San Jose has been
a boring place for years now.
Now, I am a San Jose native of nearly 22 years, so I
am not some Midwest flunkie who is badmouthing the
West Coast, no, I am a resident who is badmouthing his
own home town. I think I have lived here long enough to
but the fact of the matter is that living in this city is about expect San Jose to start acting like the city it should be.
Deep ( really deep, now) within the city limits of San
as exciting as sitting at home and waiting for your laxaJose is a thriving metropolis that is struggling for freetive to take effect.
I mean, when family and friends come from out of dom, only to be continuously strangled by its city of
town to visit, you don’t say, "Hey, how about a nice tour of
San Jose?" If you did, your guests most surely would
As it stands now, San Jose has a glimmer of hope.
pack their bags and hit the road.
With a high-tech museum on its way, the possibility of a
sports arena being built and talk of the Giants moving
The next time you are on the freeway over the week- south to San Jose. But, if the past is any indication, the
end, take note as to which direction the majority of traffic museum project will fall through, there won’t be enough
is headed. It is no coincidence that the lanes heading out money for the sports arena and the Giants will move to
of San Jose are conjested, while those leading inbound are Bakersfield.
If projects like these, however, are successful, it
sparsely dotted with reluctant drivers who could tell you
could be the start of something exciting. And some day (in
of a million places they would rather be going.
Think about it. San Jose offers almost nothing. And the distant future). I hope to have the opportunity to
the one thing it does offer is its location. San Jose happens proudly sport a San Jose T-shirt, without wearing the
to be near a lot of other places that are fun to wander off matching bag over my head.

Eric
Stanion

"Honey, if there’s a nuclear winter, will there be skiing all year long?"

Letters
Radio links family of quake victims
Editor,
As you might already know, on Sunday, March 3, a
catastrophic earthquake nearly leveled the cities of Valparaiso and Vina del Mar on the central coast of Chile.
Since Sunday night my family and I, here, have been trying to contact our family in Vina and in the capital city of
Santiago.
We did, after hours of trying, contact an uncle in Santiago but not even he, due to the extensive damage caused
by the quake, could get in touch with Vina del Mar, less
than 150 miles away.
After four days and what seemed to be hundreds of
telephone attempts with no success, I remembered that in
times of disaster when no telephone communication was
possible, radio contact was the only means of communication. So. I decided to drop by the SJSU Amateur
Radio Club office at the bottom floor of the Engineering
Building to see if they could help me.
I walked into the tiny room and amidst of what
seemed to be a thousand radio knobs and dials, was Dennis Stevens at the controls.
I told him of my problem and without hesitation he
started trying to locate the right frequency, and so on, to
try to find another operator in Chile who could relay a
message to my family in Vina del Mar. Well, after twoand-a-half hours and a radio relay that stretched from
San Jose to Buenos Aires to Valparaiso to Vina del Mar
(almost 10,000 miles), I finally got to "speak" to my uncle
and find out that everyone was safe.
I just wanted to take this opportunity and thank Dennis and the SJSU Amateur Radio Club W6YL for all their
help and consideration. Thanks Dennis! Over and out. . .
Carlos Fuentes
Senior
Aeronautics

Grading policy needs clarification
Editor,
Re: Academic Senate’s decision to let students who
earn all A’s for two consecutive semesters qualify for the
president’s honor list.
Says Prof. Roy Young: "This policy doesn’t change a
single thing."
Question: Does this mean that a student with a 3.7
GPA (all A -’s for two consecutive semesters) will make
the list, but a student with a 3.8 (four A’s and one B for two
consecutive semesters) will not?
Frode Hjelmesaeth
Sophomore
Journalism

Letter
policy
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Editor’s Notebook

The Daily encourages
readers to write letters. Your
response to any topic of interest is welcome.
All letters must bear
the writer’s name, signature, major, phone number
and class standing. The
phone number will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bente! Hall, or at the
information center on the
first floor of the Student
Union. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel and length.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion pieces
and cartoons are those of
the authors.

Eric
Rice

Seeds of despair
UST AS THE steel industry faced some of its
darkest hours during the first years of this
J decade as factories shut down along the
Eastern industrial belt, many farmers throughout

the Midwest are now facing problems that imperil
their way of life.
Close to a third of the nation’s farmers are
already in poor health financially. Having
borrowed heavily over the past 10 years, the farm
debt now stands at close to $215 billion. In addition,
interest rates have remained high, preventing
them from borrowing more to pay off what they
already owe and buy seed for planting. The
dollar’s strength abroad has also curtailed exports
of grain and created huge surpluses here.
Agricultural Secretary John Block recently
offered this insightful and helpful remark, "What
happens, happens."
President Reagan also struck the farmers
with a tough blow Wednesday by vetoing
legislation that would have guaranteed farmers
the money needed to plant their spring crops. The
president said "Someone must stand up for those
who pay America’s bills." What he doesn’t realize
is that although farmers only constitute three
percent of the population, agriculture is the
largest single industry in the United States. A
Harris Poll released Thursday also found that 68
percent of the people polled felt the government
should help out the farmers.
According to the Congressional Budget Office.
the plan Reagan vetoed would have cost $254
million over five years. From this, the president
somehow extrapolated that the actual cost would
be billions because of farmers defaulting on their
loans.
Both Republicans and Democrats have sworn
either to "help" the farmers their way or no way.
Administration critics point to the 12.5 percent
increase in defense spending, against a $26.9
billion cut in farm subsidies, the largest of any
reduction.
In the meantime, no help is on the way and a
lot of farmers are in deep trouble because of the
delay. By the end of the year it is estimated that
200,000 farmers will file for bankruptcy.
Congress’
VETO
AND
REAGAN’S
unwillingness to override it is not what is
needed. The loan guarantees would only
have provided a temporary solution, but a
necessary one. By not providing money now, the
government has not stalled the bankruptcies that
will inevitably result from farmers who will lose
spring crop revenues. Farmers will not have been
given adequate time to adjust to a new life.
In the time the farmers would have gained,
Washington could have devised some sort of longterm solution giving farmers a better way out. Om
solution might be a program to retrain farmers for
new vocations. It would be costly, but would ease
some of the psychological strain of changing
careers.
Eventually, however, the farm industry will
have to undergo massive restructuring. The farm
subsidies now given will not be around in future
years. The part-time farmer who cannot make a
profit, but earns a large part of his income through
another job will have to be weeded out. This
weeding will result in large farms able to operate
more efficiently. The surplus of food produced will
also be eliminated and price supports will no
longer be necessary.
A less subsidized agriculture industry is in the
best interest of a free market. The answer,
however, is not to take an axe and lop off the
lifestyles of hundreds of thousands of farmers with
a single swing.
Eric Rice is layout editor
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Forty six candidates are running in this year’s Associated Students election. The candidates are representing three parties, Your
Effective Student Support, the Blue and Gold party and the United Students party Independent candidates are also running for three of
the IS offices.

1985-86 Associated Students Candidates

Blue and Gold
President
Vice President
Controller
Dir. Academic Affairs
Dir. Business Affairs
Dir. Calif. State Affairs
Dir. Communications
Dir, Community Affairs
Dir. Ethnic Affairs
Dir. Intercultural
Dir. Non-trad. & Minor.
Dir. Personnel
Dir. Sponsored
Dir. Student Rights
Dir. Student Services

Stafford Hebert
Jeffery Rollerson
James Warren
Anne Gelhaus
None
Michael Mora
Lee H. Taylor
Jake Weber
None
Felipe Gonzalez
Kevin Boles
Paul Olivo
Verde Alexander
Thomas Dwyer
None

United Students

YESS
Michael Finley
Lisa Root
Tim Kincaid
Debby Boucher
Daniel Downey
Ingela Doughty
Ron Maki
Roger Thorton
Vicci Smith
Dawn Dewey
David Lawrence
Patrick Andreasen
Steve Cressy
Demetri Rizos
P. J. Motekaitis

Erin O’Doherty
Michael Faber
Gabriel Miramontes
Paul Harrison
Natalie L. Dillard
Tim Haines
Paul Anderson
Tim Orozco
Norma Scheurkogel
Khoi Nguyen
Andy Slean
Lor Fogel
Seyoung Kim
Craig Carter
None

Independent
Ramon Rivamonte
None
None
None
None
None
Alan Kahn
None
None
Jack Tordjman
None
None
None
None
None

A time for sneezing: hay fever is here
The sweet-smelling pollen in were sufficiently stung they get what
flowers that attracts bees causes we call an anaphylazis reaction. It
sneezing for people with hay fever. In depends on the person. Exposure to
this week’s Health Corner, Or. Oscar grass pollen or tree pollen in a treBattle discusses hay fever symptoms mendous amount without protection
could send him into an anaphylaxis.
with staff writer Janet Lee.
This is a shock-like state, which if it’s
Q: What is hay fever?
A: Well, first of all, the term hay not taken care of immediately, the
fever is a late term, which probably patient could even succomb to that.
Q: What physiological changes
came about many, many years ago
when people working in the fields does hay fever cause?
A: Physically, the presence of
(who) were subject to plant pollen developed symptoms of nasal conges- swollen membranes in the nasal passage
and in the throat, more reactive
tion, sneezing, itching and watering
eyes. Truly it should be classed as an response of the bronchi, which could
allergy and that should be the correct initiate asthma or difficult breathing.
term, rather than hay fever. (It oc- Some people even have a physiologcurs) during well-defined seasons ical effect of a chronic cough, due to
and this is due to IGE-mediated reac- the offending allergy they’re exposed
to. Fatigue can be another physiologHen to whatever you inhale.
ical feature.
Q: What is IGE?
Q: How is hay fever diagnosed
A: IGE is one of the immune
gitthulins of which the body has five. and treated?
A: The patient usually has sympThe others are IGG, IGM, IGA and
IGD. It’s the immune globulin E or toms of nasal congestion, sneezing,
itching eyes and nose, or simply a
IGE, which is involved in an allergy.
cough associated with fatigue and tiQ: How do you get hay fever?
A: Hay fever or allergy is really redness. On examination one will find
transmitted through a hereditary the presence of congested nasal mutrait. There’s a definite familial ten- cosa. If you take a nasal smear,
you’ll usually see an increase of eosidency.
Q: Can an individual grow out of nophils on the smear, because these
cells produce histamine and it’s the
hay fever
A: Yes, it’s possible. The person histamine which produces the sympmay suffer from year to year with the toms we described. Then you can go
symptoms typical of allergy or hay one step farther in diagnosis by doing
fever as we already described. But as skin testing to determine what spethey continue to do this year after cific trees, grasses or garmental
Year, they’re building up their own agents, such as dust or molds, or a
immune response to it and eventually fabric material that a person might
be allergic to.
would grow out of it.
Q: Can hay fever be cured?
Q: How severe can hay fever be?
A: Yes, if one is started on what
A: Again, hay fever or allergy
can be very severe. Say someone is we ealrleleSenitizationi or immunel
treatment, which consists of
therapy
sensitive, for example, to bee stings,
which is a typical allergy. If they getting injections of those particular
antigens that they’ve been shown to
be allergic to. Getting these over a
period of time, the body responds by
building up the other immune globulin, IGG, which then competes with
Spartan Daily
IGE and stops the process.’
Q: What local areas cause more
severe reactions for hay fever sufferServing the San Jose State
ers?
University Community
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Q: Is there anything hay fever
sufferers can do to avoid these symptoms?
A: To some extent, yes. If, for instance, a person has developed sensitivity to cats or dogs and has typical
allergic symptoms when he’s exposed to the cat or dog, then the way
to do it is to eliminate the cats or dogs
in the household. Another typical
case would be if someone who has an
allergy to tree pollen and usually if
he’s able to remain indoors in the
early morning hours
say to midmorning he will have less exposure
to the tree pollen than if he were to go
out in the early morning when tree
pollen is probably at its highest.
Q: What can the Student Health
Service do for hay fever sufferers?
A: Sometimes we’ll prescribe antihistamines or antihistamines and
decongestants combined. This relieves the symptoms. It doesn’t cure
it. Also corticle steroids are being
used ins nasal spray.
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In addition, concern was voiced
over whether scheduling the show
during Greek Week would restrict it
from being an all -campus event.
T.J. Dietschak, a Sigma Chi
member representing the Greeks at
the meeting, said that Greek Week is
intended to unite all organizations on
campus and was not a closed event
only for the Greeks.
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STAFF

Advertising Marsager

occur during Greek Week, which begins March 18.
Allen said that if the show was
held in two weeks the participants
and producers would not have enough
time to prepare

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Postmaster

Editor

Ity Elizabeth 14 nott
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Program Board will review a revised
proposal today to join efforts with
dormitory residents and the Greeks
Ill the production and presentation of
"Tuesday Night Video."
The show will be a combination
"Air Band Show," lip syncing to
music, which has been held in the dining commons for the past three
years, and "Tuesday Night Video,"
an interpretation of videos, put on for
the first time last year by the Greeks.
According to Alan Day, A.S. Program Board director, board members had casually discussed combining the two events.
Day said that the board was approached by Matt Allen, resident hall
adviser and coordinator of previous
air band competitions, to help produce and present the show since it
had become too large to be held in the
dining commons. Simultaneously,
Greek representatives had discussed
the possibility of a co-sponsorship
from the board for their video competition to be presented during Greek
Week.
At a board meeting last Monday,
Oscar Wolters, contemporary arts
chairman for the A.S. Program
Board, proposed that the two shows
be combined and presented as "Tuesday Night Video." The tentative date
of the event would, coincidentally,
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CONCORD -WILLOWS SHOPPING CENTER
1975 Diamond Blvd. (415) 674-0323
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Program Board reviews
dorm, Greek production
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FORD AEROSPACE:
DEVELOPING THE TECHNOLOGY
OF OUR FUTURE WITH SPACE.
Not lust the space that envelopes the Earth, but space for your ideas.
Your career growth. And finally, space for your technological dreams to
be realized.

WESTERN DEVELOPMENT
LABORATORIES

We have space in the Research & Development environment of Ford
Aerospace and Communications Corporation. Western Development
Laboratories is a respected pioneer in microwave communications and is
distinguished in the high technology areas of satellite communications,
advanced telecommunications, antennas, terrestrial communictions and
high speed information systems.

SUNNYVALE

The Sunnyvale Operation, with a proud 25 -year history of space related
technical leadership, excels not only in its satellite programs, but also in

ELVaTeci

display systems involving state-ot-the-art display technology, computer
networking, real-time control of simulated air-to-air and air -to -ground
combat activities, electronic warfare systems, and interactive debriefing
systems for combat training. The Sunnyvale Operations has also been
responsible for the US Air Force Satellite Tracking Sites since 1957.

Projects for both these Divisions, and the ones that will follow, will deef pend on a lot of talented men and women 7 People who know how tointo
fectively handle a multitude of challenges and take responsibility
their own hands.
This is what’s awaiting you a WDL and the Sunnyvale Operation in
such areas as Computer Scie-ices, Electronic and Mechanical Engi
neering. Not to mention the supt rb lifestyle of beautiful Northern Califo
nia. To find out how you can get nvolved with these exciting opportunities at Ford Aerospace, visit us on campus, Wednesday, March 20,
1985. To arrange an appointmei,t, contact your Career Planning and
Placement Center.

Ford Aerospace &
Communications Corporation
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Super-frosh Owens wins awards
Forward wins player of the week; month; year; and that’s not all
By Scott ligation
Daily staff writer
SJSU forward Reggie Owens
ended the regular season by being
named PCAA Player Of The Week
and the local Kiwanis Player Of The
Month.
And when the post -season
began, the individual awards kept

Basketball
rolling in for the 6-6, 221 pounder.
On Thursday, he was honored as the
PCAA Freshman of the Year. In addition, he was named to the All Freshman and second team All Conference.
So, that’s player of the week,
month, year, and after Thursday’s
first round action in the PCAA tournament, probably player of the day.
In only 28 minutes against Utah
State, Owens hit 9 of 10 shots,

adjust mentally too," he said.
When he got the cast off, that
adjustment went smoothly. He
ended the regular season with an
11.3 scoring average and an 8.4 rebounding average. Owens also shot
52.6 percent from the floor, second
on the team to Evans’ 53.1.

scored 23 points, and grabbed seven
rebounds.
"I didn’t expect to have this
much success." Owens said. He
was the only freshman selected to
either first or second team all.
PCAA.
Owens’ selection as freshman
of the year marks the second
straight season a Spartan has won
the award. Last year, Stony Evans
received the award.
The season began somewhat
slowly for Owens, despite his averaging 10 points and 5.6 rebounds in
his first five games. During those
initial five contests, he played with
a soft cast on his right hand, which
happens to be his shooting hand.
The cast came as result of a
preseason injury to the knuckle on
his index finger. Owens said the injury affected his play.
"I had to adjust my shot, my
ball handling, and catching. I had to

But it was during the conference campaign that Owens made
his mark. He upped his totals to 12.4
scoring, 9.6 rebounding and 57.9
percent shooting. Those latter two
figures ranked amongst the top in
the PCAA.
In addition to his other achievements, Owens led SJSU in rebounding, games started, and minutes
played. Moreover, he has become
the first Spartan frosh to average in
double-figures scoring since the
freshmen eligibility rule was reinstated in 1972.
Owens is enjoying all the atten-

things we could build with," he said.
"We finished fifth, but we weren’t a
fifth place team in September. The
team batting average was .244 for the
season, but it was .274 after I got
here. The pitching improved, too. We
knocked our runs allowed down from
4.5 to 3.9. That’s pretty good improvement.
"I’m optimistic. We were within
one game of the best record in the
West in September. I don’t care about
what happened here last April, May,
June, July and the first part of August."
Rose returned to the Reds with a
typical flair, drilling an RBI-single in
his first at -bat and then belly-whopping his way into third base with a
head-first slide. "I told them I
wouldn’t ask them to do anything I
wouldn’t do myself," he said.
There are, however, obvious
complications involved in the double
WI of _playing_and managingRose
learned about them three games into
VS-dual-duty:
’
The Reds were playing Chicago
on a sunny Saturday afternoon with
Jeff Russell pitching for Cincinnati,
Rose playing first base, and umpire
Harry Wendelstedt about to supply a
reminder about how often a manager
can visit his pitcher.
Bob Dernier hit the game’s first
pitch for a single and Rose strolled
over to Russell, a new teammate simply trying to remind the pitcher that
he wasn’t familiar with his pickoff
move and to be careful if he decided
to throw over.

Howe, who turns 27 on Sunday,
VERO BEACH, Ha. (API
Steve Howe, the Los Angeles Dodger said during his year away from basehe "took certain interest in what
ball
left-handed reliever who was suspended from baseball in 1984 for his our players were doing...I can’t say I
repeated drug abuse, says his goal is ever blocked it out.
"But I didn’t realize just how
to be ready to pitch by opening day of
much I missed until I got here (to
the 1985 season.
"It’s not set in concrete, but spring training). I’m like a little kid
that’s what I’m shooting for," Howe again."
During his one-year suspension.
said Thursday at his first press conHowe sold cars for a Monterey Park,
ference since his suspension.
Howe has been working out regu- Calif., dealer.
"I had a lot of fun, it kept me
larly at Dodgertown, the Dodgers’
spring training complex, but had not busy," he said. "It was competition
submitted to interviews, explaining and !love competition."
Howe had wanted an informal
that he preferred to concentrate on
baseball. And he refuses to answers press conference. But there were
three dozen members of the media
questions regarding his personal life.
"Baseball, nothing else," he present, including television camsaid, setting down the ground rules eras, microphones and writers from
Detroit, Philadelphia and Miami as
for the press conference.
well as the regular Dodger press perHowe has been slowed by ar- sonnel from Los Angeles.
"This is informer." Howe said
throscopic elbow surgery, performed
on Jan. 9. He had developed a sore with a smile as he entered the room.
He appeared relaxed and he
elbow pitching in the Dominican Republic and underwent the surgery_ to _ . smiled often throughout the 15-minreroute the ulna nerve in his left ute press conference.
"It’s the first arm injury I’ve
ever had," he said. "But I’m two,
maybe three weeks ahead of schedule.
"Eight weeks ago I couldn’t
squeeze water out of a sponge. Now
I’m throwing 65, 70 miles-per-hour."
As for coming back after missing
the entire 1984 season, Howe resorts
to his customary cockiness, explaining with a smile, "The way I answer
that, I was two years ahead of everyone else; so, now, they’re still a half
year behind."

Scientific Breakthrough For Students
Get "High" Without Drugs
Improve Your Academic Performance

UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian said
after the game. "We were lucky, they
outplayed us in every way."
Lucky or not, Tarkanian’s Rebels
escaped with a 60-59 PCAA tournament win over the Spartans Friday
night, largely due to sophomore
guard Freddy Banks long range
shooting and clutch free throws at the
end.
Banks scored 19 points on the
night, almost all of them from the
outer reaches of the SJSU defense,
and calmly sank two free throws with
three seconds left to give UNLV the
winning margin.
"Coach told me to get the crowd
out of my mind," Banks said, "and
shoot the shots."

America’s Oldest and Largest

Professional Resume Service
(Walden K. Crissey, Consultant)

30 Years Experience

Student Discount
Resumes
Consultations
Typing
Seminars
For Information
1694 The Alameda
286-9822
Phone:
Suite 201

SPECIAL OFFER
25% off
thru March 31st
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Flair
de Modele
Modeling and Personal Image
career image
self improvement
makeup/grooming
improve your wardrobe
personal development
modeling -international
methods

SALAD STATION
SPRINGTIME SPECIAL’
Soup & Salad Combo
only ’2’ (reg. 531

tit:VVEEE’Ir NTRFE914
ST. PAT’S DAY TREAT!

Lecture
Tuesday, March 13th - 8:00pm
Costanoan Room, Student Union

Wednesday, March 14th- 12:00pm
Pacheco Room. Student Union

Banks got his shots because
Spartan guard Michael Dixon fouled
him on a three-point attempt with
four seconds left in the game. SJSU
was up by one point when Banks put
up an apparent desperation fling that
didn’t come close to the net. Dixon
made minimal contact at the most,
but enough to draw the call.
"I just took the shot and hoped it
would go in." Banks said.
The Spartans scrapped their way
from three 10-point deficits in the
game to a near upset in part because
of a patient offense that caused
UNLV two-time PCAA Player of the
Year Richie Adams to foul out. With
Adams unable to stifle the Spartans
inside game SJSU guard Ward Farris
was able to penetrate the UNLV defense for 16 points and nine rebounds. ,
"We got outhustled, they got .
every long rebound and every loose
ball." Tarkanian said. "We were ’
very fortunate to win."
And while the Spartans have
every reason but a win to be proud of
themselves, all they can do is wait for
next year.
"They got most of their guys
coming back," Banks said of the ’
Spartans, "They’ll be tough next
year."

By Dan Fitch
Daily staff writer
It wasn’t supposed to be close.
The ’Runnin Rebels of Nevada
Las -Vegas were supposed to waltz
over the Spartans on their way to a
PCAA showdown with Fresno State,
but things turned out differently.
"I sensed coming over to the
game that we were’nt ready to play."

No substitutions, please

Personalized instruction
with over 25 yrs experience

.0

For more information call:
257-0448 or 996-9420
12340 Saratoga/Sunnyvale Rd

Irish Mint & Chocolate Mint

Frozen Yogurt
60C small
80C large

Azuie Crossing, Saratoga

(reg HOC and $1.00)

Sponsored by
Transcendental Meditation
Program
For more information call 247-8983

Wear glasses and want to Fly?
Take ACTION on your dream Today.
BE PART OF THE NAVY AVIATION TEAM a Naval Flight Officer. As a flight
officer, you’ll be responsible for controlling complex, on -board weapons
and navigation systems on sophisticated Navy aircraft. As a flight officer,
you’ll be given advanced technical training. You’ll gain early
responsibility. And you’ll have the chance for worldwide travel.
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS degree (summer graduates may
inquire). Applicants must be no more than 29 years old and have vision
correctible to 20/20. Relocation required. Applicants must pass
aptitude and physical examinations and qualify for security clearance.
U.S. citizenship required.

BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days’ earned annual vacation.
Medical/dental/low-cost life insurance coverage and other tax-free
incentives. Dependents’ benefits available. Promotion program included.
PROCEDURE:

. .Reggie Owens
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Howe ready
for opening day

Rose prepares
for toughest job
in baseball
TAMPA, Fla. (API Pete Hose
was in his office, preparing for what
some people view as the toughest job
in baseball, player-manager.
He will be 44 in five weeks, a senior citizen athlete. He is in the final
countdown of his chase, 94 hits from
Ty Cobb’s record 4,191 base hits, and
has set late August as the target time
for tying Ty.
All of that would seem to be
enough of a burden for most men, but
Rose has another one as well. He is
also managing the Cincinnati Reds, a
team trying to recover some of its
past glories, glories he once helped
weave.
"I don’t know if it’s the toughest
job," he said. "It’s the most timeconsuming, though. You have to stay
around a lot longer."
Keeping Pete Rose around the
ballpark, though, is like Uncle
Remus tossing Br’er Rabbit in the
Briar Patch not exactly capital
punishment.
The Reds’ practice drills are designed to rotate groups of players
through three fields so that they all
eventually pass by the manager, who
stays put, taking his work in one
place.
"Whether it’s me or Sparky I Anderson) or Davey Johnson, you can
only be on one field at a time. I still
get my grounders and my BP. Most
managers get involved hitting fungos
in batting practice. I’m just involved
a little more."
All of this would seem a challenge if you viewed baseball as a job.
Rose, however, maintains the boyish
enthusiasm of a deadend kid playing
on a sandlot with an old split bat held
together by tape. He plays for fun, so
how tough can it be?
"The last three or four years, this
team fell into a losing attitude because of the way it played," Rose
said. "I’m trying to get the positive
back from the negative. Then you
start having fun. It’s amazing what
guys can do when they start having
fun."
Rose has always been able to recite statistics the way some people
give their telephone numbers. He is
equipped with facts that show the
Reds improved dramatically after he
came over from Montreal last Aug.
16 to double as player and manager.
"1 told them at the end of last
season they had left a lot of positives,

tion he has received.
"It’s great. As the years go by.
I hope to have more." he said.

March 11,

see your Navy Representative,
or call collect: (415) 452-2900

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Now 21/2c Copies!!!

in Downtown San Jose!
Copy Mat
For the past 11 years, Copy Mat has
provided its customers with last, tOP
Quality service Whether you need a
term paper, resume. legal brier or business plan, there’s a Copy Mat near
you that can make the job simple
and inexpensive
Locations Throughout
the Bay Area
’Self Service 8.
Pick-Up/Delivery
t:xpress Service
Available
Special OverBindery
night Rates
Services
’Convenient
Commercial
Hours
Accounts
Private Mailbox
Rentals
10% Disc. with
Current Student I.D.
$5.00 Minimum)
Monday ’Friday
11:30 am - COO pm
Saturday
11:00 am - 3:00pm

Unlimited 2 Y2Topies
offer limited to self service copying
GRAND OPLNING
New Location in Downtown San Jose
ONE NORTH FIRST STREET
At the corner of First and Santa Clara
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Isaac Newt

Spartaguide
To include your information in Sparta
guide, visit the Daily office in Room
208, second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall.

For more information, call Dan
Ketches at 297-0785.

The school of Humanities and
Arts is sponsoring a slide presentation of "Liberation Art in Latin
America" at 3 p.m today in the Student Union Almaden Room.

The ReEntry Advisory Program
will sponsor a Brown Bag Lunch Series from noon to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. Topics
will feature Mary Moore speaking on
General Education advising. For further information, contact Diane Martinez at 277-2005.

The Career Planning and Placement center will sponsor a study on
"Creative Career Options in a Changing Work Force" at 2 p.m. tomorrow
in Business Classroom 004.

Summer
Job/Co-Op
Fair’s
"Sport and Sailboat Show" will be
held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in
the Art Quad. The event is coordinated by the Career Planning and
Placement office and the SJSU Sailing Club and Racing team.

The Community Committee for
International Students is sponsoring
a week-long program in conversational English tutoring for all international students from 1 to 3 p.m. in
Room 222 of the Administration
Building.

Student Affirmative Action invites everyone to a panel discussion
on "Career Options for Minority
Women" at noon tomorrow in the
S.U. Almaden Room. The panel will
feature Municipal Court Judge Virginia Day, Dr. Norma Livingston,
0.D., San Jose City Councilwoman
Blanca Alvarado and Captain Nadine
Lane of SJSU aerospace studies. An
open discussion will follow and refreshments will be served.

The Department of Anthropology
is sponsoring a talk by Eddy Wynschneck titled "Remember, Rembember : Testimony of an Auschwitz
Survivor" at 12:30 p.m. today at Morris Dailey Auditorium. There will be
a videotape replay at 7 p.m. that evening in the Instructional Resource
Center, Room 302.

The Chinese Student Association
is sponsoring its "Sports Night" from
7 to 10 p.m. tomorrow in the Women’s
Gym. Call Amy Chan at 277-8767 for
further information.
The SJSU Campus Democrats
will hold its general meeting at 2 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Almaden Room.
For further information, call John
Hjelt at 277-8843 or Roger Wert at 9261401.
The Campus Christian Center
will have a Bible study and drama
about Joseph from 12 to 1 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Montalvo Room. Call
Natalie Shiras at 298-0204 for more information.
The Campus Crusade for Christ
will hold its "Tuesday Night Live"
meeting from 7:15 to 8:30 a.m, tomorrow in the A.S. Council Chambers.

Fixing Twenty will hold its general meeting at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow

The SJSU Symphonic Band is presenting a concert at 8:15 p.m. tomorrow in the Music Department Concert Hall. For more information, call
Scott Hartman at 277-2905.

Sheila Neal & Sariah Dorbin
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in Administration Building, Room
114. Captain Cary Lopez will be the
featured speaker. For further information, call Stephen Heesacker at
14151 969-8323.
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SJSU officials are racing to expand Spartan Stadium to 30,000 seats
by Sept. I so the university can play
Division IA football. President Gail
Fullerton said construction must
begin in April to meet the September
deadline. "If we do not have it completed by next September," she said,
"we can probably forget about playing football at Division IA level."

Controversy surrounding a report filed by the state auditor general’s office that stated two mechanical
engineering professors used SJSU
equipment without reimbursing the
state has been put to rest. An April
1984 investigation by the auditor general’s office resulted in the transfer
of the money to its proper fund.

The Associated Students Board
of Directors expressed its concern
about where SJSU’s May commencement ceremonies will be held. Ceremonies will not be held in Spartan
Stadium because its expansion must
be completed by Sept. 1.

Sparks were flying at a candidate
orientation for the Associated Students elections Thursday. The campaign is set to kick off Monday.
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Dry Toast

yesterday and will continue through
March 15. "Women in the 80’s, breaking through the wall" will highlight
women’s past and present accomplishments.
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Yesterdaily
Because many SJSU students attend
classes twice or three times a week, the
Spartan Daily is including news items
from the previous paper to help keep everyone informed on campus everyday.

Women’s History Week began

I’uge 5

Peter Stein

An aide to Assemblyman John
Vasoncellos said he is observing how
SJSU officials and faculty decide how
to deal with the university ROTC
which has been accused of discriminating against homosexuals. The
aide said Vasconcellos is happy with
the situation so far.
Susan Posnick of Consumer
Credit Couselors told students that
credit cards will not bring us a better
life, nor give us more money to spend
during a workshop sponsored by the
Associated Students Leisure Services.

Sports
Spartan basketball team’s 36point victory over the Utah State Aggies set a tournament record for the
largest winning margin in one game.
The 92-56 win Thursday was the first
round of the PCAA tournament in
Inglewood.

Ned was completely, faithfully
dedicated to "Leave it to Beaver."

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR SALE

BACK PAIN RESEARCH. Palmier Col
lege of Chiropractic West an

HEWLETT PACKARD CALCULATOR
model 12c Sells for e120. want

research project to *n

flounces

mstrepte treatments for low back
pain We are currently accepting
patients for free rixeminatrons &
treatment If you hem had low
back pain for more than 6 rnonths
& ere 20 55 yrs old please call
the college at 14081 244 8907
e st 7
CELEBRATE THE REALITY of knowing
Jesus Christ, Overcome,s meet
every Wed 7 30pm, Coster..
Room, Student Union Call 279
2133 for info
ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
Enhance personal & Pre
volunteer in
hissional growth

CHILD

GRAM

renowed local
in
world
program Counseling support sem
ices. admen . data processing pub
lIc awareness fund reising etc
tern

& & mono lingual all majors grad
& undergrad Experience from clef
mat to post grad intro to stro
Vert We rm. you Near campus
ICEF

PO Bos 952. SJ. 95108.

280-5055
HEALTH INSURANCE. Hospital and
surgical costs continue to sky
rocket 11 you’re hospitalimd can
You menage, State Farm’s hospital surgical plan can help It’s
broad pack.. of protection to
help you meet the high costs of
medical services Ellen Burrnester.
State Farm Ins , 978 7171
STUDENT CENTER
For information about Strobl,at din
nets end other men.. cell Marlene

HILLEL JEWISH

at the Millet office. 294 8311
LIVE IN OR OUT. child care. elderly
mg part time and
care, boo
full time Aide Medical & Home
Help Placement Agency. 3275
223. San
Stevens Creek Blvd
Jose. C. 95117 Employer fee
employees
to
fee
No
agency
paid
Call 243,0370
STUDENT DENTAL OPTIONAL Plan
Enroll nowt Sm. your t.th, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S office or call
37113811
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chrietian Can
Sunday Luthern 10 45arn.
tar
Catholic 4 00 and Rpm Meese call
Campus Minietry at 298 0204 for
worship counseling programs and
study opportundies Rev NM..
Shires Fr Bob Leger Sr Joan
Panel.. Rev No. Firnheber
$10 $3130 WEEKLY UP’/ Mailing circu
lars, No bomes. Quotas Sincerely
Rush mll eddreesed
,nee
envelope to Dept AN 7, POD
910CEW, Woodstock II 130098

AUTOMOTIVE
INSURANCE is required so
I can
please don t drive without it
guarentee you coyerege the earns
Cal
dim et lowest possible We
et
Mattson Insurance anytime

AUTO

408(272 4092
RESTAURANT BOOTHS. SEATS. le
best
Ides & cabinet. 11000 all or
offer 294 9748 ohne & eve.
sound.
’78 HONDA CX500 mach
.cesort. $700/ho
good gas
1 394 6720 call ...et
Man
me.
p
64 FALCON CONVERT 260-V 8
at, rune greet & sodded. $1700
288 4705. KOrrf Kelly.

$80

Perf.t for science majors

Coll 252 6010

ONCE IN A LIFETIME a company lik
this comes Moog P sop10 by the
thousands are getting on board A
Struggling teacher trom Ca work
ing two ohs made $57 575 in 3
months A truck dna., from

JAPANESE ENGINES & trannies Used
inewipert/no core charge/war, /I
Student discount
delivery
Spartan DIetributots, 365 7007
ree

SOLOFLEX BODY CONDITIONING ma
chine Each cond Bey. umsd
Paid over 9840. will sacrifice for
83500, be. offer Coll Michael et
729 7444
SANDWICHES offers one
dollar off any foot long sandwich
woh this ad 475 E S. Carlos

SUBWAY

is

making over 530.000 per
Al incomes verifiable If
you are concernod about your
month

health care about others and need
to earn a super high Income call
275-9290 be
twmn noon and 2 pm FT and PT
for

interview

at

PACIFIC FISH CO . 177W Santa Clara
St San Jose seeks the following
on a full & pan time basis Cooke.
bar
humus, cashiers/host
tenders Apply in person M F 24pm FOE

Expires 3/24/85
990 SALE. Buy 1 foot long end gel
second for 990 of eq.’ value
Subway S.dwiches 475 E San
with this ad
St
change Expires 3(24435

Cados

In

.

PART TIME JOBS, Vector Marketing
Corp national firm has openings
Start $7 25.fles hrowork pt dur
tt during summer
professional dress

ing semester
No sap nec

req’d Good meth & reading ’Sills a
plus Call 275 9885 10em 2pm

HELP WANTED

Mon Fri only
AIRLINES

519 539 000,

HIRING

reservehonistr
Stewerdesses.
Worldwide. Call for guide dime
119181 944
newsletter
tory
4444 x So Sen Jose
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT’ Ex
cogent opportunities to make good
money Fisheries, parks. construe
Pon end much more, 1985 ern
ployment information pamphlet
30752
Bos
Alaimo.
$595
Ss.., We 98103
CREATIVE. KNOWLEDGEABLE TEA
CHESS wanted to teach in grow
no pm school company Opponu
nines for advancement. competive
salary & benefit. Full, pan & sub
stitute positions available Must
enjoy children & have ECE units
Call 246 2141 Santa Clare or

PERSON NEEDED TO sell air freight &
courier service in San Jose area
Salary pls flight benefits Jr. &
seniors only respond to I 0
8254. San Francisco Intl.

130,0001,
World

HIRING,

$16

Ctribean.

Hawai,.

C. for guide directory.
119181 944 4444

newsletter.

CSU San Jose
CLUB INSTRUCTOR part
Nautilus/w1 training asp
pre South San Jose call Becky or
829 3333
at
Fred

HEALTH

time

HEARST CABLE TV has 4 openings rn
the direct .alas dept If you are
looking for enjoyable and very
profitable pen time employmenl.
don’t pees this opportunity Every
household is a potential sale &
company
Excellent
commislon
Call Ed Reefing et 727
8829. Hemet Coble

benefits

LOVE VARIETY, Than this lobe for
youl Afternoons. eves & Minds
Call Swerison’ al 578 1971
MC DONALD’. NOW HIRING, PiII7111.1111
pay hours flexible mound school
25 days. 1035/h,.
schedule
per week Interviews Monday FII
Contact Kathy or
day 3 4prn
David et 358 3095. 15475 Los
Gatos Blvd

Son

Francisco, Ca 94128
PERSONS! Permonent parttime mail.le for spring and summer Call Greg al 283 2344

STOCK

SUMMER JOBS, National Park Co.’
21 perks 5.000 opermigs Coln
plate informetion. send $5 to Perk
Report. Mission Mtn Co . 651
Mt
WN. Kalispell,
2nd Ave
59901
TOGO’ N 1.1 St is now hiring Port
time lunch help Ilex hrs $4/hr
Call 287 4570 main hours from
11 2prn

265 7880 San Jose
CRUISESHIPS

Box

license Call now for rotes We con
insure anyone Manson Ins Agee,
cy(Mark Chapman. 249.1301
BARE IT ALL, Stop having waking
tweezing or using chemical de..
tones Let me permanently remove
your ...rented hair IOU, bikini
tummy mousteche. etc 1 15 per
cent thscount to stud.re and f.
ulty Calf before June 1.1985 and
get your 1r appt at 112 price
"Unwanted Mee Disappears With
My Care " Gw. Chatty. R E
Bascom
1645 S
559.3500,

dings too, Julie 984 11260
HAVE YOU DONE your Ms. MO In
nova.. Computer Services
now domg income tax preporetion,
We offer student discount rate,
Call us Cl 292 8481 for on appt

Gain confidence & look great, Free
to
Appointments
consultation
meat your busy schedule Mon
daySaturday morning. afternoon
Private sessions Sunny
El.trolyers Center at hwy
101 & N Forsoeks Ave Only min
urns away Reasonable cost CM
& eves

todeyl 14081 734 3115 C ttttt
the look of endless summer now
FACULTY. STAFF & STUDENTS Relaa
and revitalize’ Certified mama.
erection.. Merino nonsexuel the
rapeutic body work Specializing in
...pressure & Easton techniques
Gift comfiest.e also avertable By
appt only Call Janice (4081287
2993
FRENCH

TUTOR.
native
French
speaker will instruct all levels of
French Call 559 0805 $15 tel

hr

cover
cutting

251 1568500 Orne

Accuracy

Accountability

Achievement in typing that’s tops
Trust Tony 2962081 11 50 per
page
double spaced
seven days week AN

Available
work guar

anmed Thank.

e xperience

Cell Cyndy

15 years
at

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES IS
located .cross from SJSU tor your
convenience, We speciallre In,.
sumea term papers mailing labels
ft repetitive letters, Callus et 292
9461 for an mat, We have very
low rates & good service

255

8423
A 1

TYPIST et your service

Prof.

typing! wordprocessrng
theses term papers rem.. me
Experienced reliable Reasonable
Walow Glen/Campbell Call
NMI&

RENEE’. RESUME DESIGN & PAPER
personalized
Dynamic
typing
graphics and well organized copy
thst will open doors for you, Send
will
sparkling resume Mat
brighten their day, Thrnk of tornor
row call 1408) 287 6050 today’
1IBM Selectric & located near cam

et 559 8132819am Semi

CALL ASTRID WORD Processing or
moiling
thesis
student papers
lists resumes Milpitas arm Res
son.. eccurem 282 2201
CALL LINDA tor profemional typing
(word
procesing
$1 50/page
(double spaced pica type) Free

STUDENTS, why pay more tor meet
lent typing ...es r 1 I heve 15
me imp in term pep. theses &
typing My prices are only $1 25
Loomed In E.t
to 51 50 pg

polished

C ttttt tr. man.IIp
Neer
Almaden
tion
available
Expws & Brenham Lane Cu.,

words will look,

entmd quiek ’mum on ell pap.

green or on camp. Call Jeannla
for appointment et 274 1975

wIth spelling reedebility clarity
and all that editorial .tuft, it you

Phone 264,4504

(Cash only plemel

AAA

WORD

PROCESSING,

$1 25

$2 50/pege You will love how
end professional your
gladly help you

wish Esp proofreader and English
prof Coll Pat .14081274.4798
ABILITIES TO MATCH ell your nmde,
Fast. .carrine word processing
TurabMn format mewl $1 513(de
moiling
page includes editing
punctuation essistenc
Pick up and delivery avertable Me
avertable to finish..
elm.
/print what you start Also graph
oce and copying The bar job lor
the best rate Don’t waste your
grammar

time, Call ma first The Li’l Office
Helper 14081296,5703

$10 addt’l hr

FRESH FLOWERS ON CAMPUS( Boo
quote. toms pledge dance cor

anteed and professional

K er

TYPING
AAA

BARE IT ALL this summer Permanent
hair removal F.. & body work

tree

fanc rep. & general cleanups
Low prices & free estimates Call

Ave . C Heir Today Go. Tomor
row

ground

sod lawn
system

spnnkler

rnesage

at 251 5942
ACADEMIC TYPING, Special student
rat. Complete word processing
services on IBM PC Work guar

LANDSCAPE IMPROVEMENT by pro
Nismonal lendecaper Services in
elude

lions resume* legal Profession0l
qualny fest end .curate, Cow
pent. weer Neer Sun Tom.
Expwy & Mom. Santa Clem
Call P.m., 2472891 or Wiwi.

thee. mat.. IBM mlectric II
transcrIption miarces 10 yr. imp
with SJSU ...dente & faculty 10
min
horn campus
May rates
10% discount with ad" Call Jar.

ABILITY & ACCURACY ere the key el
amen,. for your perf.t paper
Specialize in turabl. APA MLA all

disk stormed,

DO YOU WANT It typml right, Call
Write/Type, 972 9430 esk for
Berbera Edging composrtion &

foreign student.

in term papers r ttttt ch projecta.
and resumes lApprvd form.
Campbell) log
Tara..
APA.
major

16 yr

iip

Willow Glen
No

Call Marcia 8 am 13 pm

later please) 2813-9448
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY total your
typing needs’ Reporter proposals
menuscrtpts

8PM
TYPING TERM PAPERS

resumes es
says. etc Reasonable rates Sly
dent discounts Call after 3 Pm
251 8813 Ability Pius Work Pro
...mg North San Jose area
THESIS term papers re
sum. manuscripts me Esperi
enced end fest Very meson..
rates Phone 269 8674 If no an

TYPING

awe,

leave message on recorder

Prompt re s... meda
WORD PROCESSING’ Student papers
norms public
business letters
Willow Glen area Call Ilse at 267
5247
WORD PROCESSING Disserietion &
thesis specialist Nothrng lass than
10 pages accepted Al. go mail
mg lists labels envelopes & ape
1111011 WIMP, F teen years 1111000

259 9386

WORD PROCESSING. I will type term
papers thesis rsumes
Spelling corrected Willow
Glen area Call Serb., 292 8807

labels

MARCIE
VAL LCO
word proclaiming typing Prompt
neat accurem All forme,. includ
eiee, Work guaranteed 11 50

SUNNYVALE

EDITING/WORD PROCESSING Am,s
tanca with grammar punct Den
fence struct on request Spectators

area

All .ademic & business formats
Theses
proposals
Won,
scripts manuals manuscnors for
rates
Campentwe
publication
Discount
Stuct.i
Ask
about
CHRYSTAL 923 8461 RAM to

ence Jove., 264 1029

ENTERPRISE Professional
typing end business services at
yery reasonable rates Call 14081

SUCCESS

typing Rams by Page hoot or Ph
I Mich English and am O. to help

THE PERFECT PAGE ’tromp &
guerntood
professional
copy
dependable turnaround
Prompt

theeae

dissects

peg* (double specd
Coll 720 8635
BEST

THE

pica typal

PROFESSIONAL

Prompt
.cursde
IBM Electric 75

Typist,,

depend..
$1 715/double

ADVERTISE
FOR RESULTS
277-3171

space per page including editing
Reports thesis. papers. raw..
Saratoga area

CM Joan at 741

5860 Guerenteed work

STUDENTS. STAFF. FACULTY Need
place’ Have space, SJSU Off
Campus Housing Progrern 277
3998 FREE services

Print Your Ad Here

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share 3
bdr house 2 ml gm SJSU Rrns
ere dorm size $255 1st & dep
289 1266 eves 288 8885 me.

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each hnel

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

PERSONALS
Personalized introduction
to
member.,p
Free
service
women Hell price to men when
you mention this ..1 408 971-

CHOICES

7408
FUN. CARING. UNWED. Catholic His
unwed,
panic Female. 23,
for
20-26yrs
Mole,
Catholic
senior & like
reletionship I’m
dancing

Reply

90134,San

Smiles

Jom.C

P0

Two
One
Days
Day
I 3 Lines $3.10 43.80
Lines $3.80 $4.50
I45 Lines $4.50 85.20
6 Lines $5.20 $5.90
Each Additional Line Add

Three
Days
$4.15
$4.85
85.55
$6.25
$ .70

Four
Days
$4.36
45.06
$5.76
$6.46

Each
Estre
Five
Day
Days
$4.50 S 80
95
85.20
85.90 $1 10
86.60 $125

I
1111111111111)111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111.1.1

Print Name

Box

95109

3134
SPRINGTIME SUMMERTIME. DESIGN
time for the beech dance Inter
e ared in meeting females who
share these interests Replies to
David Wright. 929 Inver." Way
Sunnyvale. C 94087
THE SUBSTITUTES BAND 14 pc. In
Wes
60’s swing surf rhythm
pop Pley for weddings parties

term escpwrits avail Arrow...1f
100 N Winchester
Temp Svc.
Blvd Su. 230,8 J 244-9500

functions. frawnitie & sororities
11300/3 hrs Call
bet -mitavoll’s
279.3137 (San Jos. or 426

FOE PA/Fill

6753 Illenta Cm/

or Janet al 29e 7393

em 6 00 pm every school day
Orighten blend’s day with roes
62 Please order corsages 118 50
& up) & bouts 1131 Om. Wed

AUTO INSURANCE LAWS require all
dn.ta carry liability ins Failure to
do so could result in suspended

sages & boutonnieres Located at
the Student Union. open 11 30

HOUSING

NEED EXTRA CASH’ Earn good money
& gain velue. Imp working with
melt. electronic firms In Sen.
Clara Valley Pruned long & ehort

hr. /wk .
ASSIST/20 30
OFFICE
eve. IL wk.. Von. duties in,.
tail credit office Perm yew round
opportunity with fle. hI. Call Aire

SERVICES

sincere fernaia
WOULD LIKE TO find
handl...
to share time with
man I enjoy musk very much I
will be ,nlsreeled In forming very
clom relation.. Cal 298 2308

Semester Rates (AI Issues)
10-14 Lines 455 00
5-9 Lines 540 00
15 Pluslines $70 00
Phone 277-3175

On* a Chrllistlat
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale
Typing

_

Personals
Services
Lost & Found

Address

Phone

City & State

Zin

Enclosed is S

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Lines

Days

Classified Dealt located IMP* 088708

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

r
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Student cartoonist parodies Reagan’s ’worst fears’
interested in. He started with radiotelevision, changed his mind and
switched to art.
"But the department’s concept of
art," Bricker said, "is a block of
wood sitting in the middle of a floor.
That’s not art, that’s garbage."
From art, he tried reporting-editing but said he would not enjoy sitting
in front of a terminal pounding stories in," he said and added, "I’m a
very expressive person whether it’s
dealing with writing or drawing."
As there is no cartoon major offered, Bricker went back to radiotelevion but said, "I’d rather be
drawing. Radio-televison is only my
front."
Bricker started drawing for the
Spartan Daily. His comic strip Joe
Daley is centered around college life.

Bricker said the main character, Joe,
is no one in particular but is a part of
himself ("about 40 percent" ) and everyone he meets.
He spends between one to three
hours drawing each strip. Sometimes
the ideas come "like a light -bulb over
my head," he said, and sometimes he
has to sit down and think about it.
This semester, Bricker has not
had the time to draw a daily comic
strip but keeps in practice by doing
spot illustrations for the paper.
Bricker said he would like to do
more work, while still in school, for
Deni Sim who now owns Renegade
Press in Los Angeles.
"I will make time for it," he said.
"I’ve done the hardest part already. I
got a foot in the door."

ABC TWIN THEATRES

FREE PASS

Steve Alden Daily staff photographer

Cartoonist Jim Bricker sits at his drawing board in Washburn
By Christine Frankenda I
Daily staff writer
"Demlins" is a mini-series cartoon in which President Ronald Reagan is facing his biggest fears, "and
he didn’t even feed them after midnight," said radio-television sophomore Jim Bricker, 19.
The Spartan Daily cartoonist is
the creator of Demlins which was
published last week in a cartoon-book
with 22,000 copies distributed all over
the world.
It started in Oakland during
April last year when Bricker attended a comic book convention The

guests of honor, publishers Dave and
Deni Sim from Canada, were looking
at submissions for their book "Cerebus the Aardvark."
The 32-page monthly comic book
about a barbarian anteater, "a pig
with a big nose," Bricker said, dedicates four pages to "Unique Stories."
"I showed them a detective parody for this occasion," Bricker said.
"Deni liked it and told me to send up
something during the summer."
While working on a cartoon for
the November election-issue for the
campus magazine "Banter," which

Stolen bikes in 1984 total $3,000
By Mark Turner
Daily staff writer
A bicycle is stolen every four
days at SJSU according to statistics provided by the University Police Department. There have been
29 thefts reported since December
1984, totaling almost $3,000 in stolen
property.
UPD Investigator Terry Edel
said that nearly all the bikes were
locked when they were stolen, but
the thieves used bolt cutters to remove the locks. She said that 10speed bikes are the favorite target,
but not lust the fancy new ones.
"Even old, beat -up bikes get
stolen," she said.
Thieves seem to favor two
areas of the campus: the northwest
corner, near Fourth and San Fernando streets, and the Dining Commons next to Joe West Hall. Half
the thefts have been in these two

TUESDAYS
WITH STUDENT I.D.

Bricker recently finished his book "Demlins."
came out with "one glorious issue,"
Bricker said, he got the idea for Demlins.
"I was thinking about doing
something with Reagan," he said,
"maybe a parody with Steven Spiel’
berg’s ’Indiana Jones and the Temple
of the Doom,’ which was the big
movie at that time. But I couldn’t
come up with anything."
Then came another movie made
by the same director, "Gremlins."
Bricker thought it was a "great
movie" and saw it twice.
"Republicans,
Democrats
Gremlins ... Demlins. Boom, That’s

29 thefts reported at SJSU since December
areas.
lock the bike whenever it is unatEdel said she is certain that tended, even for a short time.
more than one thief is involved, but
Edel has another suggestion
at this time police have a descripfor victims.
tion of only one suspect, a white
"I tell people to go to the Berman, 22 to 27 years old, 5 feet 11 . ryessa Flea Market and look for
inches tall, 165 pounds, with long their stuff."
dirty blond hair. The suspect is deShe said the local flea market
scribed as looking like a "street
is a favorite place for thieves to get
person," and was last seen carryrid of stolen merchandise. If you
ing a green backpack with a pair of see your belongings, and can posibolt cutters inside.
tively identify them, she said that
Edel, who conducts crime-pre- any of the off-duty policemen that
vention seminars for the campus provide security there can seize the
community, suggested four things property.
bike owners should do before they
"That’s why it’s important that
become victims. Owners should re- you record serial numbers, becord the serial number of the bike, cause they are kept in the comengrave their driver’s license num- puter and the officer can call in and
ber in at least two places on the know in a minute whether the propbike, buy a high quality lock and erty is stolen," she said.

it, it fit together beautifully," Bricker
said.
The demlins are small donkey looking animals. "We’re democrats," they tell Reagan in the strip.
The Sims loved it, according to
Bricker, but would only publish it if
Reagan won the election.
"I didn’t worry," Bricker said,
"I knew Ronald would blow Fritz out
of the water."
The publishers wanted the strip
by the end of January and Bricker
worked on it during final examinations time, in between studies. He
said there will only be one short story
of Demlins, the four-pages that will
appear in the March issue of the
book.
Last Friday, Bricker received 70
copies of the book for himself and
friends. He said he is not going to sell
the volume but it can be bought for
$1.70 in comic book shops in the area.
Bricker started drawing when he
was 7.
"As the only child, I guess I was
bored, and talking to myself got old
after a while," he said. "Instead, I
began to copy cartoons until! got sick
of it and started creating my own."
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267-1100

HILLSDALE AVE. SAN JOSE
(at Camden across from Gemco)

1816

QUESTION
doEs S.J.S.U. conducT
WIIERE

ITS sAilinq clAssEs?

ANSWER
VASONA SAiliNC! CENTER AT
VASONA COUNTy PARk iN

LOS

GATOS.

REASON
IT’S

WARM, SUNNy, CONVENIENT,

iNEXpENSiVE,

FRiEndly

ANd

LOTS

of Fun!

While living in Pleasanton he
drew for his high school paper. Then
he enrolled at SJSU because the
school offers the three majors he was

(408) 395-6755
(415) 961-3940

1030-114d611

SAIL INTO THE
SUMMER JOB
AND CO-OP FAIR

InedneSS

Throbbing head? Quaking
body? Has Monday dealt
another crushing blow?
Revive yourself with a wellrounded meal from
Domino’s Pizza. We’ll help
smooth the wrinkles out
of your day.

WHERE JOB HUNTING’S A BREEZE
Wednesday 3/1 3/85
10am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom
Chart a Career Course with These Available Jobs
Great Outdoors/Recreation
Camp Counselors

Camp Directors
Aquatic Directors
Travel Camp Directors
Lifeguards
Ranger Trainees
Recreation Leaders

Business Related
Underwriters
Senior Analysts

Claims Adjusters
Accountant Trainees
Tax Auditors
Mail Room Assistants
Data Entry Clerks

Artistic
Arts/Crafts Camp Instructors
Glass Cutters
Landscape Architects

Card Dealers
Theatre Interns
Cage Dealers

Public Relations/Advertising

Sales Marketing

Political Activities Organizers
Editorial Copy Editors
Advertising Copywriters
Health

Recreation Therapy Interns
Camp Nurses/Nurses
X -Ray Technicians
Pharmacist Assistants
Physical Therapist Interns
Occupational Therapist Interns

Entertainment

Real Estate Sales
Telemarketing Sales
Sales Managers

Protection

Police Officers
State Traffic Officer Cadets
Security Officers
Animal Control Officers

Fast, Free Delivery"’

298-4300
510 S. 10th Street

Service/Retail
Pre -School Cooks
Room Reservation Clerks
Counter Service Persons
Retail Clerks
Waiters/Waitresses
Head Camp Cooks
Retail Managers
Bartenders
Camp Cooks

926-4200
1909 Tully Road

251-6010
2648 Alum Rock Ave.
Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited delivery area.

Technical/Scientific

Physical Science Aides
All Types of Engineers
Marketing Engineers
Manufacturing Engineers
Product Development frainees
Component Design Engineers

1984 Domino’s Pia,

Education

Camp Instructors
Preschool Teachers
Activity Group Leaders
Elementary/Secondary Teachers
Special Education Instructors
Educational Consultants
Coordinated by Career Planning and Placement
SJSU Career Planning and Placement Center services and programs are provided
without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, or handicap
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Many other temporary
& miscellaneous positions
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5 0 pizza

bottles of Cokefi.
One coupon per pizza.

I
I
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0

926-4200
1909 Tully Road

I
E
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I

1

1
Good Mondays only!
No Other Coupon Accepted’
Fast, Free Delivery I
298-4300
I
510S. 10th Street
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251-6010
2648 Alum Rock Ave
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